Why are civic services reforms necessary?
The civic centres established in every state throughout the country with power
of census and tax collection will solve following problems pertaining to all
sections of the society?
FOR UPPER CLASS
-

The new tax code (NTC) as summarized in the annexure will fulfill their long
cherished wish of single point taxation. Multipoint taxation has led to engulfing them
in many kinds of tensions .So-called concept of black will vanish. In return of
prompt services, adorable atmosphere and social security they must like to pay
higher taxes but in fact only about 4 to 5 % of their hard earned income(history reveal
that about 90% taxes till 60s , 60% till 70s and 50% till date have led to mass tax evasion).

-

The availability of one-window services nearby will prevent befooling by the middlemen.

-

The regular maintenance of roads, corners, parks will surely provide them a neat home
like atmosphere outside. They will not have to press their nose or stop breathing while
leaving the house /office .

-

The system will provide them a trained/disciplined workforce with whom one can develop
friendly relations. Less migration will surely help in easing of pressure on infrastructure
around.

FOR THE MIDDLE CLASS
-

They have to feel the pinch of higher taxation and resulting inflation forcing them
to resort to all means to increase there income . The reforms will enable the govt.
to concentrate on availability, price and quality of goods / services.

-

The employment of only locals by civic Centre will ensure employment to their
even less fortunate children.

-

The one window service will help in saving their precious time & energy, which
they can devote on their work.

-

The salaries , income and payments being tax free will eliminate pressure on the
govt. machinery., business organizations /Industry relating to tax deductions &
deposits .

-

The govt. schools & dispensaries will become much more attractive so as to avoid
or long for private set ups.

-

The systematic housing & allied amenities will surely improve standard of living
of lower middleclasses.

-

For the upper middle class, owning luxury gadgets, plots etc. may prove little
taxing. but services of civic centre, if implemented in true form under PP model,
will satisfy their wish that they like to pay more taxes , if they get good service
from the govt. in return.

FOR THE POOR ( The Highest sufferer of the present system )
-

The regular census by the CC due to limited area under control will enable it to
provide a helping touch to the needy of the area. The opportunist will not be able
to dilute the advantage of any welfare scheme announced(or the scheme benefits
will reach directly to the deserving).

-

The CC will have enough surplus to be spent on- uplifting of the poor, the education of
their children, the jobs for their less privileged children.

-

The villages and areas being developed, they will get a roof to live and training to live
reasonable standard of living with pride.

-

The service agency under PP model near to them can generate enough donations / funds
from wealthy and charity inclined persons for their welfare.

-

The biggest benefit to them & us will be that they will be free from exploitation & slavery
of the crooked due to eradication of ignorance and thus preventing their conversion into
criminals.

IF YOU AGREE WITH THE ABOVE KINDLY ACCEPT THE CONCEPT OF THE
CC & CCB BY HEART AND START DOING WORK FOR GETTING IT ACCEPTED
BY GOVERNMENT. THIS MUST BE YOUR DEMAND FROM THE PARTY
LEADERS OF YOUR AREA.
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